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THE NORTHUG FAMILY GOES ON RAMP
TOUR DE SKI FINALS IN VAL DI FIEMME (ITALY)

XC tracks in perfect conditions in Val di Fiemme 
John and May Northug join the Rampa con i Campioni promo event
Petter Northug in hunt of the title
Race and side events’ programme confirmed

FIS Tour de Ski: green light to Val di Fiemme. The very last steps of the XC World Cup series get closer – 10 & 11 January – and Race Director Enzo Macor sounds reassuring and satisfied. ‘The 2.5k ring inside the XC Stadium looks simply perfect, the snow is hard as it is supposed to be and both athletes and skimen will surely appreciate the work done’.
Temperatures are due to increase in the next hours, but ‘I believe this won’t affect the tracks – added Macor. ‘Concerning the Final Climb, the skiers will run the first 1.5k fragment inside the arena then move to the Marcialonga track for about 3.5k and the last part will be on the Alpe Cermis track that is currently enjoyed day after day by the alpine skiers.’
Right before the Final Climb event on Sunday, some sort of ‘family affair’ will get on track. John and May Fredly Northug, namely Petter Northug’s parents, will join the Rampa con i Campioni promo event along the uphill track together with Trond Iversen, John Anders Mohn Gaustad, Jürg Capol, Katerina Neumannova, Cristian Zorzi and many more VIPs and cross country skiing lovers. Petter Northug got on the 2015 Tour de Ski podiums four times out of five so far and is in hunt of a long-awaited final trophy, to be hopefully raised with his parents on Sunday afternoon…after beating all his rivals of course! In the female race, Marit Bjoergen has a good advantage on the other competitors. 
Val di Fiemme has been confirmed as the eventual FIS Tour de Ski stage until 2019, and it has been like that since the very first running of the World Cup series in 2007.
The races’ programme reads as follows: two Mass Start events on Saturday starting at 1pm – 15k Men CT and 10k Ladies CT – inside the XC Stadium. The Rampa con i Campioni will be on Sunday at 10am, followed by the Final Climb Pursuit races scheduled at 12 and 1.30pm, Men and Ladies respectively. 
Several side events are scheduled beside the sport competitions starting from tomorrow evening at 9pm at the Party Tent next to the XC skiing arena.
After the TdS week-end, Val di Fiemme and the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero will host the Trofeo Topolino Sci di Fondo event on 17 and 18, the Marcialonga ski-marathon the weekend after and two Nordic Combined WC races on 31 January and 1 February. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com


